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Abstract 17 

Aseismic slip loading has recently been proposed as a complementary mechanism for 18 

moderate earthquakes (M3+) induced over the short operational period of hydraulic 19 

fracturing stimulations but located several kilometers away from the wellbore. However, 20 

aseismic/slow slip signals linked to fluid injection-induced earthquakes remain largely 21 

undocumented to date. Here we report a new type of induced seismic signal consisting of 22 

an impulsive broadband onset followed by protracted low-frequency ringing. Earthquakes 23 

characterized by hybrid-frequency waveforms (EHWs) differ from ordinary induced 24 

earthquakes by having broader P and S-pulses (implying longer source durations) and 25 

lower corner frequencies (implying either slower rupture speeds, lower stress drop 26 

values, or a combination of both). The characteristics described above are identical to 27 

low-frequency earthquakes found in plate boundary zones. EHWs could thus manifest the 28 

source process that bridges the slow (aseismic) slip inferred by recent modeling and 29 

observations near the wellbore to seismic slip at greater distances.  30 

  31 
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Introduction 32 

Industrial fluid injection related to unconventional oil and gas production can induce 33 

earthquakes (1,2). The most common perception is arguably that the large fluid volumes 34 

related to wastewater disposal are generally attributed to M4+ events, particularly in the 35 

Central and Eastern United States (1). However, induced earthquakes associated with 36 

hydraulic fracturing (HF) injection have recently challenged the conventional wisdom (3) 37 

by successively generating larger and larger maximum magnitude earthquakes. For 38 

example, three M4.5+ HF earthquakes occurred since 2015 in the Western Canadian 39 

Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) (4-6), as well as the 2017 MW 4.7, 2018 ML 5.7, and 2019 40 

ML 5.3 earthquakes in the Sichuan Basin, China (7, 8). Previous studies suggest many 41 

M3+ events are generated on pre-existing seismogenic faults near HF wellbores that are 42 

critically stressed prior to injection, where injection facilitates rupture by shifting the 43 

stress state towards failure through pore pressure increase (9, 10) or poroelastic stress 44 

transfer (11, 12). However, the combination of factors that are associated with HF 45 

injection, such as the relatively small total injected fluid volumes, the short injection time 46 

history, and the often nearly instantaneous onset of seismicity at distances of several 47 

kilometers from wellbores, makes it challenging to explain the occurrence of M3+ 48 

earthquakes with the classical concept of pore pressure and/or poroelastic stress change 49 

(13, 14). 50 

An alternative, or complementary interpretation that has emerged from recent modeling 51 

and experimental results is that injection can initiate aseismic slip in the weak volume 52 

proximal to the wellbore, which then further transmits stress to surrounding (pre-existing) 53 

faults (14-18). Under the optimal geomechanical (e.g., if the hosting fault is critically 54 

stressed) and compositional (e.g., high content of clay and total organic carbon) 55 

conditions, aseismic slip fronts can move ahead of the pore-pressure diffusion and may 56 

interact with nearby, larger faults to trigger significant events. Laboratory and 57 

experimental work, including larger meso-scale experiments, have shown that loading 58 

can generate a continuum of slip behavior ranging from aseismic to seismic, and in some 59 

cases aseismic slip can transition to seismic slip within a single slip episode (15, 18). In 60 

addition, modeling studies of aseismic slip in fluid injection environments have 61 

quantitatively validated laboratory aseismic slip observations, proving that (1) the 62 

aseismic slip front could outpace the diffusion front, and (2) a limited amount of aseismic 63 

slip is sufficient to trigger larger magnitude events in cases where it interacts with nearby, 64 

larger faults (14, 16-17). However, to the best of our knowledge, direct field observations 65 

of aseismic or slow slip signals prior to the onset of seismic slip have not been clearly 66 

documented outside of experimental injection environments. One reason might be that 67 

slow slip induced seismic signals are likely low-amplitude, similar to tectonic tremor 68 

observed at the up- and downdip limits of seismogenic zones (19). Detecting such low-69 

amplitude signals would require dense arrays of sensitive instruments in close proximity 70 

to injection wells, which are only recently becoming more prolific for scientific purposes.  71 

Using a high-density seismic array surrounding an active HF well in the Montney Play, 72 

British Colombia, Canada, we report a new type of seismic signal that may manifest slow 73 

ruptures related to HF injection (Fig. 1). Qualitatively, the observed waveforms consist of 74 

two portions with different frequency content that are described by: (1) an impulsive 75 
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broadband onset with visible P- and S-phase arrivals, but with slightly broader pulse 76 

widths compared to the typical induced events occurring in the same area (later referred 77 

to simply as “ordinary” induced events), and (2) a sustained lower-frequency ringing 78 

(~10 seconds; < 5-7 Hz) that follows the body-wave phases. The main purpose of this 79 

study is to understand the mechanism responsible for earthquakes characterized by 80 

hybrid-frequency waveforms (hereafter referred to as “EHWs”; Figs. 1B-E). We first 81 

check the correlation between the HF injection and the distribution of the EHWs. Second, 82 

we investigate if the EHW signals stem from source or path effects by analyzing the 83 

moment-duration scaling of the broadband onsets and low-frequency ringing separately. 84 

After confirming that the EHWs originate from the source process, we further look into 85 

their rupture characteristics, including corner frequency, rupture speed, and stress drop. 86 

At last, we propose that the EHWs exhibiting distinct source characteristics may 87 

represent part of the continuum of slip behavior ranging from aseismic slip to seismic 88 

rupture. 89 

 90 

Results 91 

Distribution of EHWs  92 

The EHWs analyzed in this study were recorded at eight broadband seismograph stations 93 

deployed surrounding a HF well pad during May 28 – Oct 15, 2015 (MG01-08, Fig. 2A). 94 

The instruments were installed with the explicit purpose of capturing seismicity 95 

potentially associated with HF treatments in the Montney Play. We thoroughly inspected 96 

continuous waveforms to identify a total of 31 EHWs (Table S1; Methods), all of which 97 

are confirmed to have occurred local to the wellbore (Text S1). Among them, 28 events 98 

are sufficiently constrained to determine precise hypocenters (Fig. 2A; Methods). They 99 

can be roughly divided into two groups: one in close proximity to the horizontal 100 

wellbore, and the second located ~2 km south of the end of the wellbore (the “southern 101 

cluster”). The hypocentral distribution of the southern EHW group is best fit by a plane 102 

with a strike and dip of 122° and 24°, respectively. The average distance between each 103 

hypocenter to the fitted plane is 0.14 ± 0.10 km. EHWs from the southern cluster show 104 

high waveform similarity (Fig. S1) and consistent origin hours between 18:00-21:00 local 105 

time, implying a specific triggering mechanism. We propose that EHWs could be related 106 

to the injection targeting the lower Middle Montney formation, which only occurs during 107 

daytime hours to limit the number of induced earthquakes felt by local residents (see Text 108 

S2). The planar structure implied by the southern EHW cluster also intersects a group of 109 

ordinary induced events (13) (Fig. S2) that do not show any comparable waveform 110 

similarity or similar temporal pattern.  111 

As shown in Fig. 2B, the migration of EHWs mainly follows a fluid diffusivity value of 112 

~0.2 m2/s (see in Methods), which is consistent with the estimation based on ordinary 113 

induced events (13). A few EHWs located near the station MG08 are compatible with a 114 

higher diffusivity value of ~1.5 m2/s, suggesting the existence of a fluid conduit that 115 

connects to the well.  116 

 117 

EHW Source Mechanism 118 
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Seismic signals characterized by similar hybrid-frequency content have been reported as 119 

“volcanic hybrids” and analyzed with conflicting interpretations in volcanic 120 

environments (20-29). A number of studies find that the volcanic hybrid signals exhibit 121 

moment-duration scaling consistent with brittle failure, implying that the low frequency 122 

portion of the waveform results from either low rupture velocities and/or travel paths 123 

through shallow low-velocity material (i.e., path effects) (20-25), while other studies 124 

ascribe the ringing to the coupling between turbulent flow and the sides of an open crack 125 

(26-29). In the latter case, the duration is thought to be dictated by the pressure gradient 126 

across the crack, and thus independent of the duration of brittle failure. Therefore, the 127 

consistency of the size-duration scaling between the initial broadband onset and the 128 

extended low-frequency part of the waveform is potentially the key to verifying the 129 

physical mechanism responsible for the EHW signals. To understand the origin of EHWs, 130 

we analyze the source duration of the two portions separately. 131 

We begin with estimating the seismic moment and spectral corner frequency (fc) based on 132 

the spectra of the broadband onsets (See Methods; Fig. 3A). We find the EHW spectral 133 

corner frequencies (fc) are discernibly lower than those of ordinary induced events within 134 

the same magnitude range obtained from the same dataset (Figs. 3B-C). Fig. 3B shows a 135 

representative example of spectral comparison between the two types of events. With 136 

duration being the reciprocal of fc for the broadband onset (0.05 - 0.14 s), Fig. 3C shows 137 

that the moment-duration (M-D) scaling of 15 robustly constrained EHWs is likely to 138 

follow the scaling expected for ordinary (fast-rupture) earthquakes (𝑀" ∝ 𝑇%). Although 139 

the limited magnitude range (MW ~ 0.5 to 2.0) doesn't allow us to completely rule out the 140 

linear moment-duration scaling (𝑀" ∝ 𝑇) that is commonly inferred for a broad range of 141 

slow slip phenomena (30), the root-mean-squared (RMS) error is 86% smaller when 142 

fitted with the 𝑀" ∝ 𝑇%	seismic rupture scaling, versus the 𝑀" ∝ 𝑇. Therefore, it is 143 

rational to apply a circular crack rupture model to further discuss the source features of 144 

EHWs (31-33). 145 

Next, we measure the apparent duration, 𝑇', of the low-frequency portion of the EHW 146 

waveforms, defined as the decay time required for the amplitude envelope of the low-147 

frequency part to decay to e-1 of the peak value (Fig. S3). Fig. S4 shows no distinct 148 

relation between the source duration (estimated from the reciprocal of fc for the 149 

broadband onset) and the duration of low-frequency ringing, 𝑇'. Instead, we observe that 150 

the apparent durations at individual stations depend on their travel paths. The distribution 151 

of 𝑇' values consistently suggests two volumes of low-velocity crustal heterogeneity near 152 

the wellbore (Fig. S5, see more details in Methods). A similar analysis using the apparent 153 

duration of the ordinary induced earthquakes is consistent with the inferred location of 154 

velocity heterogeneities, i.e., the coda wave of an ordinary induced event would look 155 

similar to the low-frequency ringing portion of EHWs if its ray path travels primarily 156 

through the low-velocity heterogeneity (black star, Fig. S5). Once corrected for the path 157 

effect, the apparent duration of EHWs is positively correlated to the hypocentral distance 158 

(Fig. S6), suggesting that the extended low-frequency portion is likely the result of 159 

dispersion rather than pressure gradient-driven fluid flow in a crack. Moreover, when the 160 

wave energy encounter a less pronounced low-velocity heterogeneity along the path from 161 

source to receiver, the low-frequency ringing portion would likely disappear. 162 
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Correspondingly, the waveforms of EHWs proximal to the well bore recorded on MG08 163 

(the station with minimum influence from heterogeneities) do not exhibit the same 164 

extended low-frequency signature as waveforms observed with travel paths through 165 

inferred low-velocity material (Fig. S1 and Fig. S5). Hence, the low-frequency portion 166 

has the same consistent source physics of the initial broadband onset. The connection of 167 

the EHWs to aseismic slip will thus be made on the basis of the broadband portion of the 168 

signal alone. 169 

 170 

EHW Rupture Characteristics  171 

We estimate the rupture characteristics of EHWs under the assumption of a circular crack 172 

model with a radial rupture at a constant rupture speed (34). For a given seismic moment 173 

(𝑀"), the stress drop (∆𝜎) is inversely proportional to the cube of the source dimension 174 

(source radius 𝑟), i.e., ∆𝜎 ∝ 𝑀"/𝑟% (see Eq. 4 in Methods). A reliable ∆𝜎 estimate is 175 

therefore sensitive to 𝑟, which is calculated as the product of rupture speed (𝑣-) and 176 

source duration (𝑇 ≈ 1/𝑓1), i.e., 𝑟 = 𝑣-𝑇 ≈ 𝑣-/𝑓1. With robust 𝑓1 estimates only, it is 177 

beyond the scope of this study to determine the value of either the source dimension (and 178 

hence stress drop) or the rupture speed. However, a longer source duration could be 179 

related to either a larger source dimension (i.e., a lower stress drop value) or a lower 180 

rupture speed, or both. With the reference of the ordinary induced events from the same 181 

dataset, we are able to discuss the upper and lower bounds of EHWs source parameters in 182 

the following two scenarios.  183 

In Scenario 1, we assume EHWs have rupture speeds typical of ordinary induced 184 

earthquakes. By using the same constant 𝑣- (= 0.9𝛽, 35), we obtain the maximum 185 

estimates of the EHW source dimensions and the corresponding minimum estimates for 186 

stress drop values (see Method). Then we compare the difference between the stress drop 187 

values of EHWs and ordinary induced earthquakes detected in the same area. Fig. 4A 188 

shows that EHWs exhibit an average stress drop value of 0.29 MPa (ranging from 0.02 - 189 

1.08 MPa), compared to 4.86 MPa for ordinary events (35). Moreover, stress drop values 190 

of the southern EHW cluster are generally higher than those closer to the wellbore, 191 

suggesting a positive correlation with distance to the wellbore and consistency with the 192 

trend of ordinary induced earthquakes observed elsewhere (36). However, no 193 

distinguishable trend in stress drop is apparent in the scaling of EHWs within each group; 194 

a nearly constant stress drop of ~ 0.1 MPa is observed for the group near the wellbore and 195 

~1 MPa within the southern cluster.  196 

In Scenario 2, we assume the EHWs have the same stress drops as ordinary induced 197 

events of the same seismic moment. Under this assumption, we are able to constrain the 198 

lower bound of the rupture speed for EHWs (See Methods). Fig. 4B shows that EHWs 199 

exhibit an average 𝑣- value of 1.13 km/s (ranging from 0.25 to 1.96 km/s), compared to 200 

the uniform set of 2.34 km/s for the ordinary ones. The rupture speeds of EHWs here are 201 

comparable to that of low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs; on the order of 1 km/s), which 202 

are tectonically driven slow earthquakes in fault transition zones (30). Similarly, rupture 203 

speeds of the southern EHW cluster are generally higher than those closer to the 204 

wellbore, suggesting a positive correlation with distance to the wellbore.  205 
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 206 

Discussion 207 

We observe that the EHWs follows the moment-duration scaling of 𝑀" ∝ 𝑇%, albeit over 208 

a limited magnitude range of MW ~ 0.5 to 2.0 (Fig. 2C). The favored physical mechanism 209 

to explain the source process of EHWs is thus brittle shear rupture. Although the 210 

moment-duration scaling more closely resembles earthquakes, EHWs exhibit evidently 211 

longer source durations (𝑇 ≈ 1/𝑓1) than the ordinary induced earthquakes in the same 212 

study area, using the same approach and dataset (Fig. 3C). The first order observation of 213 

relatively broader P and S-pulses for EHWs also supports a longer source duration (Fig. 214 

1). Additionally, it suggests that EHWs occur with possibly lower stress drop values 215 

compared to the ordinary induced earthquakes (0.29 vs. 4.86 MPa), and/or slower rupture 216 

speeds on the order of 1 km/s. Either case is thought to be the seismic manifestation of 217 

slow slip in aseismic to seismic fault transition zones (30).  218 

Such 𝑀" ∝ 𝑇%	source scaling, on the other hand, is similar to that inferred from 219 

individual groups of LFEs (31, 32) and from more recently revised moment and duration 220 

estimates of Cascadia slow slip event (SSEs)s (33). Linking the geodetically detected 221 

SSEs across a broad magnitude scale to the seismically observed EHWs, MW ranges from 222 

0 to 6 (Fig. 3C), they also appear to be compatible with the linear moment-duration 223 

scaling (𝑀" ∝ 𝑇) (30). The common features between EHWs and these tectonically 224 

driven slow slip phenomena suggest that EHWs may also mark the boundary between 225 

aseismic and seismic slip near injection wells.  226 

The above reasoning begs the question of what is the most viable mechanism responsible 227 

for the EHW rupture characteristics? Dilatant strengthening may play a role in governing 228 

the rupture of EHWs. The intended purpose of HF injection is to create fracture networks 229 

in the tight shale formation around the horizontal well. As slip accelerates, the dilatancy 230 

related to newly fractured rock volume, and hence increased porosity near the wellbore, 231 

would temporarily cause pore pressure reduction, and consequently strengthen the fault, 232 

which inhibits seismic slip and favors aseismic/slow slip before fluid diffusion raises pore 233 

pressure again (37, 38). Thus, one can expect lower rupture velocities if deformation 234 

occurs where stress loading causes dilatant slip strengthening in small volumes of 235 

temporarily enhanced porosity but low hydraulic conductivity to the ambient pore 236 

pressure.  237 

An alternative mechanism to explain EHWs could be related to the elevated pore pressure 238 

paced by the diffusion. High fluid pressure may locally reduce the fault strength to 239 

facilitate slip. In the case that an EHW nucleates along a host fault that is not critically 240 

loaded to overcome the residual fault strength, the rupture would be stabilized in the 241 

framework of both slip weakening and rate-state friction (17). As a result, the nucleation 242 

time to instability and the corresponding nucleation size would be larger than the 243 

dynamically ruptured ordinary induced earthquakes. Once the stress perturbation (e.g., 244 

poroelastic stress) related to the increasing injection volume further loaded the fault to 245 

overcome the residual fault strength, the fault would eventually become unstable. 246 
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Although we are unable to distinguish which of the above mechanisms is more 247 

significant in the generation of EHWs, both the effects of dilatant strengthening and high 248 

fluid pressure are expected to be the most significant in the volume of the crust closest to 249 

the wellbore where aseismic slip may occur (or at least partially) and to gradually 250 

diminish with fluid migration to the planar structure outlined by the southern cluster (39). 251 

Fluid migration is supported by the abnormally high hydraulic diffusivity (~0.2 m2/s) 252 

observed in the tight shale formation between the wellbore and the southern cluster (Fig. 253 

2B) (13). Correspondingly, the stress drop and rupture speed of EHWs exhibit the lowest 254 

values near the wellbore, as well as a positive correlation with distance to the well (Fig. 255 

4). Such stress drop/rupture velocity variation is consistent with the results of both 256 

laboratory and meso-scale experiments that aseismic slip near the injection point 257 

gradually transitions to seismic slip at further distances with a continuum of slip speeds 258 

(15, 18). Recent modeling efforts have also demonstrated the scenario as numerically 259 

plausible (14, 16). Thus, we interpret EHWs as events that nucleate through loading of 260 

adjacent aseismic slip, rupture at slower slip speeds and/or lower stress drops, and bridge 261 

(induced) aseismic slip at the wellbore to typical seismic rupture on more distal faults. 262 

Finally, from the perspective of mitigating the seismic hazard due to fluid injections, 263 

EHWs might provide the first clue to how injection operations can be controlled to keep 264 

sliding aseismic. If injection commonly first induces aseismic slip near the wellbore, 265 

EHWs should occur on a widespread basis rather than only being observable in the 266 

Montney Play. One possible difficulty in the detection of EHW is that the characteristic 267 

low-frequency, low-amplitude ringing will be quickly buried by body wave dispersion 268 

and coda noise when recorded on stations at regional distances from injection wells. 269 

Indeed, there are emerging reports of long-period transients similar to EHWs at stations 270 

in close proximity to injection (40, 41). We expect an increase in the reports of EHW 271 

signals with increasing seismic observations at closer distances to injection wells. 272 

 273 

  274 
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Date and Methods 275 

Data 276 

The EHWs analyzed in this study were recorded on eight broadband seismograph stations 277 

equipped with Nanometrics Trillium Compact 20s sensors (MG01-08 in Fig. 2A) deployed 278 

1-3 km from a HF well pad from May 28 – Oct 15, 2015. The HF injection at the 279 

instrumented well pad lasted for 10 days from Jul 11 – Jul 20, 2015. In addition to 350 280 

well-constrained hypocentral locations of ordinary induced earthquakes (with waveforms 281 

resembling standard, tectonic earthquakes) (13), the detection procedure yielded a catalog 282 

of 31 EHWs (Table S1). 283 

 284 

EHW Detection  285 

The EHW event detection is performed in two steps. The first uses an automated, recursive 286 

STA/LTA detection module in the ObsPy toolbox (42). We bandpass filter continuous 287 

waveforms between 10 and 20 Hz, and set the length of short- and long-time windows to 288 

be 0.5 s and 10 s, respectively. Trigger-on and trigger-off thresholds of the STA/LTA ratios 289 

are 3.5 and 1, respectively, and we require a coincidence sum larger than 3 stations to claim 290 

an event. 291 

In the second step, EHW detections from the first step are used as template events in a 292 

Multi-station Matched-Filter (MMF) detection to find additional EHWs. We cut template 293 

waveforms in time windows 3 s before and after the S-arrival so that both P- and S-294 

phases are included on the east component of MG stations. We use the east component 295 

because it has a better SNR and thus optimizes the detection compared to using all three 296 

components. Both the templates and continuous waveforms are bandpass-filtered 297 

between 5 and 15 Hz to help visually identify local seismic signals (43). After cross-298 

correlating (CC) templates with continuous waveforms at each respective station, we sum 299 

the normalized CC values. To help detect earthquakes in the vicinity of the template 300 

events with slightly different locations, we weaken the assumption of co-location 301 

between the template and detected events by allowing up to 0.5 s shift in calculating the 302 

summed CC values to maximize the CC sum. A detection is declared when the sum 303 

exceeds 16 times mean absolute deviation, with corresponding probability of exceedance 304 

equal to 1.9×10-27, equivalent to 8×10-21 events/day being detected by random chance 305 

(44, 45). We refer readers to ref. 13 for further details of the MMF detection.  306 

 307 

EHW Location  308 

We perform double-difference relocations (hypoDD) (46) of the initial locations 309 

constrained with Hypocenter using the Crust 1.0 velocity model with 1°-by-1° cell centered 310 

at (57.5°N, 122.5°W) (47). The relocation calculation uses both manually picked and cross-311 

correlated phase arrivals at all MG stations (with timing correction applied). We collected 312 

the relative travel time differences of both EHWs and ordinary induced events reported in 313 

ref. 13. There are 28 events (of the original 31 detections) that surpass an error cutoff 314 

threshold of 0.5 km and 1 km for horizontal and vertical errors, respectively. Relocation 315 

uncertainty estimates stem from a bootstrap approach based on 100 trials (48, 49).  316 
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 317 

EHW Migration  318 

The migration pattern of EHWs could reveal the relationship between the onset of injection 319 

and the origin time of EHWs. Assuming isotropic hydraulic diffusivity (D) for the bulk 320 

crustal rock near the HF well, the relation between epicentral distance (r) and occurrence 321 

time (t) follows a diffusional parabolic envelope, 𝑟 = √4𝜋𝐷𝑡 (Parotidis et al., 2003). We 322 

set the origin time and hypocenter of the first detected induced event following the 323 

commencement of injection as r = 0, t = 0 (13). As shown in Fig. 2B, 59% of EHWs follows 324 

the diffusivity value of ~0.2 m2/s, which is consistent with the estimation based on ordinary 325 

induced events (Yu et al., 2019). A few EHWs located beneath the station MG08 indicate 326 

a diffusivity value of ~1.5 m2/s, suggesting the possible existence of a fluid conduit 327 

between the well and the subsurface volume beneath MG08. A cluster of induced events 328 

near MG08 also initiated shortly after the commencement of injection (13).  329 

 330 

Broadband Signal Duration Estimation (S-pulses) 331 

We first estimate the size and duration of the initial (broadband) portion of EHW 332 

waveforms by constraining seismic moment (M0) and corner frequency (fc) using a spectral 333 

ratio approach (Fig. 3A). By applying signal-to-noise and additional quality control criteria, 334 

we obtain fc estimates for 15 EHWs based on the S-phase spectrum of the broadband 335 

portion of the waveform. Spectral ratio techniques take advantage of a co-located event 336 

pair in order to cancel travel-path, site, and all other non-source related effects between the 337 

spectra of a smaller event (empirical Green function, EGF) and larger event (master event). 338 

Thus, using the method requires two events that meet both requirements of co-location and 339 

magnitude difference (as well as high SNR over a sufficient frequency bandwidth). Here 340 

we require the inter-event distance of <1 km (accounting for location error), and a 341 

waveform cross-correlation value of >0.7 in the time window 3 s before and after the S-342 

arrival, applying a bandpass filter of 1-20 Hz. We also require a magnitude difference 343 

of >0.5 and a ratio of low-frequency amplitudes (Ω") larger than 2 in order to ensure that 344 

the corner frequency and long-period spectral amplitudes between the two events are 345 

resolvable in the spectral ratio fitting. All the ordinary induced events reported in ref. 13 346 

are taken as potential EGF candidates. The fitting frequency band is defined where a) SNR 347 

exceeds 2, b) the minimum and maximum fitting frequencies satisfy 0.5 Hz ≤ fmin ≤ 5 Hz 348 

and 10 Hz ≤ fmax ≤ 80 Hz respectively, and c) the entire bandwidth is larger than 20 Hz.  349 

The displacement spectral ratio is calculated by stacking the single-station spectral ratio. 350 

An example is shown in Fig. 3A. We then fit the spectral ratio using a Brune model (50-351 

51), 352 

>?(A)>C(A) = D?DC E
FGH IIJCK

C

FGH IIJ?K
CL  (1) 353 
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where 𝑀F and 𝑀M are seismic moment values of the master and EGF events, respectively. 354 

The estimated seismic moment is based on low frequency amplitudes (Ω") of the single 355 

spectrum estimate (50-51), 356 

𝑀" = NOP1QR>STUV   (2) 357 

where density,	𝜌, is set to 2790 kg/m3, shear wave velocity 𝑐 is chosen according to the 358 

value in the velocity model at the focal depth of each respective event (47), and 𝑅 is the 359 

hypocentral distance. The mean radiation pattern (52), 𝑈[\, is set to be 0.63.  360 

The uncertainty of estimated 𝑓1F (δ𝑓1F) is set at the range where the corresponding 361 

variance increases by 5%. Two quality control criteria are required to assure a robust fit: 362 

1) the RMS value of spectral ratio fitting is smaller than 0.3, and 2) δ𝑓1F/𝑓1F is no larger 363 

than 1 (to guarantee that our fitting is sensitive to 𝑓1F). For cases where a master event 364 

has several EGFs, a weighted 𝑓1F is calculated based on inverse-variance weighting (53). 365 

 366 

Low-frequency Portion of EHW: Seemingly A Result of Path Effects 367 

The M0 - fc relation estimation detailed above for the EHWs describes the size-duration 368 

relation (with duration being the inverse of corner frequency) for the broadband onset, 369 

but not for the low-frequency portion of the signal. We therefore measure the apparent 370 

duration, 𝑇', of the low-frequency portion, defined as the decay time when the amplitude 371 

envelope of the low-frequency part drops to e-1 of the peak value (Fig. S3).  372 

In our case, Fig. S4 shows no distinct relation between the duration of low-frequency 373 

ringing and the corner frequency derived from the broadband S-phase (𝑓1̂ ), but the two 374 

EHW groups (i.e., the southern cluster and the remaining proximal events) exhibit 375 

different characteristics. Specifically, 𝑇' of the southern EHW cluster is roughly constant 376 

(5-10 s) despite the corresponding variance of 𝑓1̂ 	between 5 and 25 Hz (i.e., 1/𝑓1̂  ~ 0.04-377 

0.2 s), whereas the constant 𝑇' is not observed for other EHWs.	While the lack of relation 378 

between 𝑓1̂  and 𝑇' has been typically interpreted as the manifestation of distinct source 379 

mechanisms in volcanic environments (27, 29), we show in the next section that the 380 

different event durations observed here are more likely a result of specific path effects.   381 

The distribution of the apparent duration 𝑇' at individual seismic stations roughly follows 382 

two patterns that are consistent with the influence of path effects (Fig. S5). As shown by 383 

a representative EHW that occurred proximal to the wellbore, MG03 consistently records 384 

the longest duration, MG05 and MG07 intermediate durations, and stations MG01, 385 

MG06, and MG08 record the shortest durations. Similarly, events in the southern EHW 386 

cluster exhibit the longest durations on MG01, MG02, MG03, intermediate durations on 387 

MG07, MG04, MG05, and MG08, and the shortest durations on MG04. MG stations are 388 

all spaced within ~2 km of each other on similar geological material (Fig. 2A), thus site 389 

effects are not the most likely justification for the measured variations in the apparent 390 

duration.  391 
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Instead, we hypothesize that the 𝑇' variation stems from velocity heterogeneity along the 392 

travel paths. The very nature of injection activity into the low-permeability rock units 393 

suggests that localized fracture networks must be present, and would lead to increased 394 

attenuation for rays with travel paths in such regions. Shear wave velocity (vs) would be 395 

more suppressed relative to compressional wave velocity (vp), leading to an increase in 396 

vp/vs. At the same time, the fine-scale fluid-filled structures would have a dispersive 397 

effect by attenuating higher frequency energy. Thus, the seismic wave recordings with 398 

travel path from source to receiver in heterogeneous, fluid-filled regions would also 399 

likely exhibit longer apparent durations relative to recordings with travel paths in less 400 

fractured rock.  401 

To test the above hypothesis, we construct a conceptual model using the distribution of 402 

ray paths and their signal durations as constraints to outline where low-velocity/higher-403 

porosity heterogeneities would be expected. We first document the duration of all the 404 

waveform records with SNR larger than 2, and calculate the ray path of these records by 405 

applying a layered velocity model (13, 47). The two groups of EHWs, their ray paths, and 406 

observed apparent durations suggest two individual velocity heterogeneities. As shown in 407 

Fig. S5, one heterogeneous volume has dimensions of ~ 2.0 km×0.5 km×0.4 km and is 408 

located directly above and parallel to the horizontal wellbore (where ray paths allow no 409 

constraint at greater depth). The other heterogeneity has dimensions of ~ 3.2 km×1.6 410 

km×0.8 km, at depths shallower than 1 km. We infer that the smaller volume parallel to 411 

the horizontal wellbore may result directly from HF stimulation, but interpret the larger 412 

volume at shallower depth (< 1 km) more related to a low-velocity sediment volume with 413 

accumulated ground water (54).  414 

Moreover, a similar analysis using the apparent duration of ordinary induced earthquakes 415 

and the same approach depicts the outline of velocity heterogeneities that is consistent 416 

with that inferred from EHWs, but with better ray path coverage and duration 417 

information. We therefore propose a new strategy to resolve small scale (~1 km) velocity 418 

heterogeneity at depths shallower than 2 km using seismic coda duration. We do note that 419 

a detailed forward modeling study to quantitatively evaluate the structural 420 

heterogeneities, including the detailed 3D shape and the extent of velocity/quality 421 

anomaly, is beyond the scope of this work and ideally suited to a follow-up study. 422 

To further rule out the possibility that low frequency ringing originates from fluid 423 

oscillation within a crack (a crack wave), we evaluate the distance-duration scaling on 424 

one specific station, MG08. There are two reasons to use MG08: (i) the SNR is 425 

consistently higher relative to other stations, thus we observe most of the EHW signals on 426 

it, and (ii) it experiences the least influence from the inferred volumes of velocity 427 

heterogeneity. Fig. S7 demonstrates a positive correlation between the hypocentral 428 

distance and the signal duration with an 𝑅M value of 60% (i.e., 60% of the variation of 429 

signal duration on MG08 could be explained by its linear dependence to hypocentral 430 

distance), suggesting that the extended low-frequency portion of the EHW signals 431 

observed at MG08 is likely the result of dispersion, rather than pressure gradient-driven 432 

fluid flow in a crack. 433 
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 434 

EHW Source Parameter Estimation  435 

Stress Drop Estimation 436 

Under the assumption of a circular crack model (34), we calculate the stress drop (∆𝜎) 437 

using 438 

𝑟 = _1
AJ   (3) 439 

∆𝜎 = `DSFa-Q  (4) 440 

 441 

where k, a constant related to the reciprocal relation between 𝑓1 and 𝑟 (source radius), is 442 

set as 0.25 and 0.32 for P- and S-waves respectively, by assuming the rupture velocity of 443 

90% of the shear wave velocity (35, 55-57). 444 

Rupture Velocity Estimation 445 

For an EHW and an ordinary induced earthquake with the same seismic moment 446 

(𝑀"b=𝑀"c; where the H and e superscripts denote the EHW and ordinary earthquakes 447 

respectively), we assume they have the same stress drop value (∆𝜎b = ∆𝜎c). Thus, the 448 

rupture speed of EHWs could be estimated using  449 

𝑣-c = 𝑟c𝑓1c =	𝑟b𝑓1c = _1
AJd 𝑓1c (5) 450 

Where the 𝑓1b is calculated from the averaged 𝑓1 of all the ordinary earthquakes with 𝑀"c 451 

fall in the uncertainty range of 𝑀"b, i.e., 𝑀"c ∈ [𝑀"b − 𝛿𝑀"b , 𝑀"b + 𝛿𝑀"b]. 452 

 453 

  454 
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Figures and Tables 631 

 632 

 633 

Fig. 1. Study area and EHWs. (A) Hydraulic fracturing activity and seismicity in 634 

northeast British Colombia, Canada. Blue diamonds: hydraulic fracturing injection wells 635 

between Jan 1, 2014 and Dec 31, 2016, reported by British Columbia Oil and Gas 636 

Commission. Yellow dots: earthquakes during the same period (5). Stars: 10 M 4-5 637 

earthquakes that occurred since 2008 (5, 6). Pink rectangle: EHWs in the study region. 638 

Gray rectangle: the area plot in Fig. 2A. Inset (bottom left): Location of the Montney 639 

Play. Inset (top right): Regional station distribution. Red triangles: MG array. Blue 640 

solid/empty triangles: stations with/without clear phase arrivals of EHWs (see Text S1). 641 

(B-E) Comparison between representative examples of ordinary induced event (black 642 

trace) and EHW (orange trace) marked in Fig. 2A. Both waveforms are from the vertical 643 

component of station MG03 with comparable source station distance (1.32 km vs. 1.65 644 

km) and magnitudes (~MW1.5). Manually picked P/S-arrivals are marked. A comparison 645 

of P/S-pulse shape demonstrating the relatively wider pulses for EHWs (see text) is 646 

shown. Corresponding event spectrograms (C, E).   647 

  648 
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 649 

Fig. 2. Spatial and temporal distribution of EHWs. (A) 3D spatial distribution. Dots: 650 

28 relocated EHWs. Dot color refers to the origin hour. Black/Orange star: representative 651 

example of ordinary induced event/EHW in Fig. 1B-E. Purple shaded plane: least-squares 652 

plane fit of the southern EHW cluster. Thick blue curve: HF well. (B) Migration of 653 

EHWs. Parabolic envelopes: the “diffusion front” calculated using diffusivity values 654 

indicated on the labels. The percent of EHWs occurred within each “front” is marked.  655 

  656 
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 657 

Fig. 3. Source parameter estimates of the broadband onset. (A) Representative 658 

example of spectral ratio fitting between two events occurring on Jun 21, 2015 03:05:54 659 

(M 1.5) and Jul, 28, 2015 17:38:49 (M 0.2) (see Methods). Black line: stacked event pair 660 

spectral ratio. Shorted dashed lines: spectral ratio at 95% confidence level. Red line: 661 

Brune model fit with optimal fc. Pink shaded area: fitting frequency range. Top right 662 

inset: Normalized displacement of two events on MG05. Bottom left inset: Variance of 663 

spectral ratio fit determined by perturbing the corner frequency value of the master event 664 

fc1. Dashed line: 5% increase of fit variance. Star: optimal fc1. (B) Comparison of 665 

displacement spectra between the EHW (orange) and ordinary induced event (black) 666 

marked in Fig. 2A. (C) Moment-duration scaling. Pink/green shaded bar: proposed 667 

moment-duration scaling for slow and ordinary (fast) earthquakes (34). Light blue/gray 668 

dots with rectangles: EHWs/ordinary events in this study. Horizontal uncertainty: 669 

estimated from the standard error of low-frequency amplitude variance. Vertical 670 

uncertainty: reciprocal of frequency band with 5% increase of fit variance. White dots: 671 

low-frequency earthquakes in Kii Peninsula, Japan (35); purple dots: slow-slip events in 672 

Cascadia (37). Inset: fit for M-D scaling of EHWs assuming 𝑀" = 𝑛𝑇m. The RMS error 673 

decreases 86% when the exponent of T increases from m=1 (pink dot) to m=3 (green 674 

dot), respectively (37).  675 
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 676 

Fig. 4.  Rupture Characteristics of EHWs. (A) Scaling between corner frequency fc and 677 

seismic moment M0. Turquoise/gray dots: fc and M0 estimated based on spectral ratio 678 

fitting of S-phase for EHWs/ordinary induced events constrained using the same 679 

approach and dataset. Red rings indicate EHWs in the southern cluster. Error bars are 680 

consistent with Fig. 3C. Purple transparent bars: frequency band used for spectral ratio 681 

fitting. Inset: stress drop as a function of well distance. (B) Estimated rupture speed of 682 

EHWs. The dots and error bars are defined the same as in (A). Inset: rupture speed as a 683 

function of well distance. 684 

  685 



Figures

Figure 1

Study area and EHWs. (A) Hydraulic fracturing activity and seismicity in northeast British Colombia,
Canada. Blue diamonds: hydraulic fracturing injection wells between Jan 1, 2014 and Dec 31, 2016,
reported by British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission. Yellow dots: earthquakes during the same period
(5). Stars: 10 M 4-5 earthquakes that occurred since 2008 (5, 6). Pink rectangle: EHWs in the study region.
Gray rectangle: the area plot in Fig. 2A. Inset (bottom left): Location of the Montney Play. Inset (top right):
Regional station distribution. Red triangles: MG array. Blue solid/empty triangles: stations with/without
clear phase arrivals of EHWs (see Text S1). (B-E) Comparison between representative examples of
ordinary induced event (black trace) and EHW (orange trace) marked in Fig. 2A. Both waveforms are from
the vertical component of station MG03 with comparable source station distance (1.32 km vs. 1.65 km)
and magnitudes (~MW1.5). Manually picked P/S-arrivals are marked. A comparison of P/S-pulse shape
demonstrating the relatively wider pulses for EHWs (see text) is shown. Corresponding event
spectrograms (C, E).



Figure 2

Spatial and temporal distribution of EHWs. (A) 3D spatial distribution. Dots: 28 relocated EHWs. Dot color
refers to the origin hour. Black/Orange star: representative example of ordinary induced event/EHW in Fig.
1B-E. Purple shaded plane: least-squares plane �t of the southern EHW cluster. Thick blue curve: HF well.
(B) Migration of EHWs. Parabolic envelopes: the “diffusion front” calculated using diffusivity values
indicated on the labels. The percent of EHWs occurred within each “front” is marked.



Figure 3

Source parameter estimates of the broadband onset. (A) Representative example of spectral ratio �tting
between two events occurring on Jun 21, 2015 03:05:54 (M 1.5) and Jul, 28, 2015 17:38:49 (M 0.2) (see
Methods). Black line: stacked event pair spectral ratio. Shorted dashed lines: spectral ratio at 95%
con�dence level. Red line: Brune model �t with optimal fc. Pink shaded area: �tting frequency range. Top
right inset: Normalized displacement of two events on MG05. Bottom left inset: Variance of spectral ratio



�t determined by perturbing the corner frequency value of the master event fc1. Dashed line: 5% increase
of �t variance. Star: optimal fc1. (B) Comparison of displacement spectra between the EHW (orange) and
ordinary induced event (black) marked in Fig. 2A. (C) Moment-duration scaling. Pink/green shaded bar:
proposed moment-duration scaling for slow and ordinary (fast) earthquakes (34). Light blue/gray dots
with rectangles: EHWs/ordinary events in this study. Horizontal uncertainty: estimated from the standard
error of low-frequency amplitude variance. Vertical uncertainty: reciprocal of frequency band with 5%
increase of �t variance. White dots: low-frequency earthquakes in Kii Peninsula, Japan (35); purple dots:
slow-slip events in Cascadia (37). Inset: �t for M-D scaling of EHWs assuming 0 = m. The RMS error
decreases 86% when the exponent of T increases from m=1 (pink dot) to m=3 (green dot), respectively
(37).

Figure 4

Rupture Characteristics of EHWs. (A) Scaling between corner frequency fc and seismic moment M0.
Turquoise/gray dots: fc and M0 estimated based on spectral ratio �tting of S-phase for EHWs/ordinary
induced events constrained using the same approach and dataset. Red rings indicate EHWs in the
southern cluster. Error bars are consistent with Fig. 3C. Purple transparent bars: frequency band used for
spectral ratio �tting. Inset: stress drop as a function of well distance. (B) Estimated rupture speed of
EHWs. The dots and error bars are de�ned the same as in (A). Inset: rupture speed as a function of well
distance.
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